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Our Self-Evaluation Report and Improvement Plan

1. Introduction

This document records the outcomes and the findings of this self-evaluation, and our current improvement plan, including targets and the actions we will implement to
meet the targets.

1.1 The focus of this evaluation
We undertook self-evaluation of teaching and learning during the period (May 2018) to (June 2018), October 2020 and again in September 2021.
We evaluated the following aspect(s) of teaching and learning in the English PLC:

● Oral Language with a particular emphasis on Sentence Structure and Grammar (Learning Outcome 4 as described in the Primary Languages Curriculum)

Stage 1 & 2 Stage 3 & 4

Use coherent sentences of increasing complexity with correct tense,
word order and sentence structure, while using connectives and
producing compound and complex sentences to elaborate
appropriately.

Vary sentence length and structure, moving fluidly between a range of
sentence types; simple, compound and complex, as appropriate to audience ,
purpose and language being spoken.

Use grammar conventions appropriately and identify differences in sentence
structure and grammar across languages and dialects.

This coming year we are focusing on tenses.
We undertook self-evaluation of teaching and learning during the period June 2019, October 2020 and again in September 2021.
We evaluated the following aspect(s) of teaching and learning in the Gaeilge CTB:

● Ceisteanna a chur agus a thuiscint ó bhéal (Torthaí Foghlama 7 mar atá luaite sa Churaclam Teanga na Bunscoile)

Céim 1 & 2 Céim 3 Céim 4

Tuiscint ar cheisteanna dúnta a léiriú.
Ceisteanna simplí dúnta a chur agus freagraí gearra
simplí a thabhairt, chun teacht ar eolas agus ar
thuiscint.

Ceisteanna oscailte agus dúnta a chur agus a
fhreagairt, chun cabhair a lorg, eolas agus tuiscint a
fháil.

Réimse ceisteanna a chur agus a fhreagairt, idir
oscailte, dhúnta agus treoir cheisteanna, ar mhaithe
le cuspóirí éagsúla.

This coming year we are focusing on Gaeilge Neamhfhoirmiúil in Téarma 1 and Réamhfhocail for the remainder of the year.
● We decided due to Covid-19 school closures we would continue focusing on the above aspects of teaching and learning and then introduce the new targets for

Reamhfhocail  in Gaeilge in line with Circular 0032/2021.
● This will account for the period from October 2021 to June 2022.



2. Findings

2.1 This is effective / very effective practice in our school
List the main strengths of the school in teaching and learning.

● High achievement against the national averages in levels in literacy & numeracy
● Assessment and SEN supports are effectively implemented in a collaborative manner across the school
● Staff are highly motivated around stations/activities and partner planning with S.E.T.
● Pupils are able to work both independently and collaboratively in a purposeful manner.
● Teachers have the required professional qualifications and have engaged in a range of continuing professional development (CPD) courses and further study relevant

to pupils’ learning.
● Teachers deliver good-quality instruction which is directed at eliciting pupil engagement. Teachers maintain a balance between their own input and productive pupil

participation and response.
● Teachers model enthusiasm and enjoyment in learning, and thereby create a learning environment where pupils are self-motivated to engage in, extend and enjoy

their learning.
● Teachers maintain assessment records that are clear, useful, easy to interpret and share, and tailored to pupils’ individual learning needs.
● Teachers collectively agree and implement whole-school approaches to teaching and learning to improve pupils’ experiences and outcomes.

2.2. This is how we know
List the evidence sources. Refer to pupils’ dispositions, attainment, knowledge and skills.

● Our annual returns to the Department are above the national average
● We use the Continuum of Assessment fully as well as a standardised and common approach to assessment records across the classrooms
● Teacher observations/planning for stations reflect a highly positive learning environment where pupils are self-motivated for station work both with the teacher and

independently
● Teacher feedback forms.
● Annual LAOS review.
● Cuntas Miosúil.
● Collaborative planning.
● In class observation by School Principal.

2.3 This is what we are going to focus on to improve our practice further
Specify the aspects of teaching and learning the school has identified and prioritised for further improvement.

● Continue to implement and use the PLC Progression Continuum to highly differentiate oral language activities
● Improve pupil spoken text using tenses, connectives and  adjectives(English)
● Feabhas a chur ar teanga ó bhéal na ndaltaí ó thaobh ceisteanna agus réamhfhocail.
● Use the dual-language approach to develop common approaches across the school to oral language sentence and grammar development.
● Develop a shared resource bank among teachers and classes.
● Ceisteanna coitianta a mhuscailt agus a úsáid i measc na daltaí.



3. Our improvement plan
On the next page we have recorded:

● The targets for improvement we have set
● The actions we will implement to achieve these
● Who is responsible for implementing, monitoring and reviewing our improvement plan
● How we will measure progress and check outcomes (criteria for success)

As we implement our improvement plan we will record:
● The progress made, and adjustments made, and when
● Achievement of targets (original and modified), and when



Our Improvement Plan - Béarla
Timeframe of this improvement plan is from [October 2020] to [June 2022]

Targets Actions
Persons / groups
responsible

Criteria for success Progress and adjustments Targets achieved

To improve the oral
language abilities across
the school for all pupils
using the Primary
Language Curriculum and
in particular Learning
Outcome 4. Sentence
Structure and Grammar

Ascertain pupil views on their ability in relation
to curriculum goals through rubrics

Review a standard planning template for across
the school for PLC to be used with SSE (in line
with CPD days for PLC implementation)

Explore a bank of methodologies suited to
Outcome 4. that will be commonplace across
the school

Explore assessment opportunities for Oral
Language in relation to Outcome 4. That can
link to DLF opportunities eg: interclass oral
language presentations

Continue to identify areas where parents can
be involved in improving Outcome 4 in the
home

Identify areas that can be linked to the DLF

Class teachers

APII holders

APII holders and
management team

APII holders and
management team

APII holders and
management team

DLF leader/team

Each pupil will complete a self-assessment
sheet in term 1 & 3

Focus group answers will be collated and
areas of need identified to be used in
creating new targets.

Resource pack and classroom resources to
be created and used. Staff feedback to be
sought on these.

Classroom assessments to be created and
used. Staff feedback to be sought on
these.

Parental feedback on successful/useful
home initiatives are a starting point for
areas of difficulty.

Staff feedback on effective practice at staff
meetings.

Term 1

Completed with areas for
improvement identified

Planning template in use
(review as needed)

Ongoing

Ongoing

Staff feedback indicated
continuing with current targets
for term 1 with additional
targets for the same learning
outcome in term  2 and 3 would
be most appropriate for the
2021/2022 academic year.



Our Improvement Plan - Gaeilge
Timeframe of this improvement plan is from [October 2020] to [June 2022]

Targets Actions
Persons / groups
responsible

Criteria for success Progress and adjustments Targets achieved

To improve the oral
language abilities across
the school for all pupils
using the Primary
Language Curriculum and
in particular Torthaí
Foghlama 7 do Teanga Ó
Bhéal

Ascertain pupil views on their ability in relation
to curriculum goals through focus groups

Ascertain parental views on pupil ability and
attitudes in relation to curriculum goals

Create a bank of resources for initiatives in Oral
Language questioning - folder available to view
in offices

Explore a bank of methodologies suited to
Outcome 7. that will be commonplace across
the school

Explore assessment opportunities for Oral
Language in relation to Outcome 7.

Identify areas where parents can be involved in
improving Outcome 7. In the home

Identify areas that can be linked to the DLF

Principal

Principal

Principal

APII holders and
management team

APII holders and
management team

APII holders and
management team

DLT

Focus group answers will be collated and
areas of need identified

Parental survey results will be collated and
areas of need identified

Feedback from staff level on success in
using resources

Resource pack and classroom resources to
be created and used. Staff feedback to be
sought on these.

Assessment pack and classroom
assessments to be created and used. Staff
feedback to be sought on these.

Parental feedback on successful/useful
home initiatives.

Staff feedback on effective practice at staff
meetings

Term 1 in progress

Term 1 in progress

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Feedback on work on
pronouns was positive.
Further initiatives for parents
to use at home to be created.

Staff feedback indicated
continuing with current
targets for term 1 with
additional targets for the
same learning outcome in
term  2 and 3 would be most
appropriate for the
2021/2022 academic year.


